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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of a computer controlled hydraulically actuated piston. The

svytem uses a Hewlett Packard IP85B microcomputer as a controller. Included in this

research is a detailed computer simulation of the system with laboratory validation.

This effort supports the overall goal of complete study of microcomputer control of

electrohydraulic power systems by the establishment and simulation modeling of a

baseline system. Special emphasis is placed on modeling the effects of the computer on

overall system performance. It was found that sample period is one of the most

important factors influencing the ability to control a hydraulic power element using a

microcomputer. Proper selection of the sampling period alone is not always sufficient

to insure the ability to control the plant. Other factors such as non-linearities in the

plant may influence the ability to use a digital controller.
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THESIS DISCLAIMER

*The reader is cautioned that computer programs developed in this research may

not have been exercised for all cases of interest. While every effort has been made,

Within 1the time available, to ensure that the programs are free of computational and

'oic errors, they cannot be considered validated. Any application of these programs

vithout additional verification is at the risk of the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

Hydraulic systems in one form or another have been around for a long time.

These systems have historically relied upon humans in the open loop case or analog

electrical circuits in the closed loop case for system control. In recent years however a

quiet revolution has been taking place in the hydraulic systems industry. With the

current rapid advances in digital technology hydraulic systems are fast becoming fertile

ground for the application of digital control. Not only are digital circuits being

designed for standard control functions but with the advent of microprocessors these

circuits are becoming "thinking" controilers. It is this trend which motivates the

detailed study of microprocessor controlled hydraulic systems.

The Department of Mechanical Engineering has begun a continuing program of

study on the subject of microprocessor control of electrohvdraulic servomechanisms.

The overall objective of the work is to provide some of the insights necessary for the

establishment of a comprehensive and systematic framework embodying the design of

nucroprocessor-controlled electrohvdraulic servomechanisms. This thesis study follows

the initial work done by Finch [I] in an effort to achieve this objective.

. 1. Advantages/Disadvantages of Hydraulic Systems

-lydraulic systems offer several unique advantages over othur power devices.

These systems are well suited for applications where low component weight. high

accuracy, and heavv load movement is required. Merritt [21 states the following

specific advantages of hydraulic systems:
I. Smaller, lighter more compact components.

2. Hydraulic fluid acts as a lubricant which extends component life.

3. There is no phenomenon in hydraulic components comparable to the saturation
and losses in magnetic materials of electrical machines.

-4. 1 lx'draulic actuators have a higher speed of res;ponse with fast starts, stops. and
,peed reversals possible.

5. 1 Ivdraulic actuators may be operated under continuous, intermittent, reversing.
.und ,,alcd conditions w:thout damace.

6. H vdraulhc actuators have a hither stiffness so there is little drop in speed as
""1.o1ds are app!ied.
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7. Open and closed loop control of hydraulic actuators is relatively simple using

valves and pumps.

There are some disadvantages to the use of hydraulic systems and no

discussion would be complete without at least mentioning them. Merritt (21 lists these

shortcomings as follows:

1. Hydraulic power is not as conveniently available as electrical power.

2. Small allowable tolerances result in high costs for the manufacture cf hydraulic
components.

3. The hydraulic fluid imposes an upper temperature limit.

4. Hydraulic fluid may present a fire hazard.

5. Hydraulic systems are messy.

6. Hvdraulic systems are susceptible to failure due to dirt or contamination of the
fluid.

Although these disadvantages may preclude the use of a hydraulic system in

some specific applications, their widespread use attests to their versatility and

usefulness. Hydraulic systems are of the most use in applications where relatively high

power levels are required especially within confined spaces. This explains their

widespread use in aircraft control surface positioning, fin stabilizer positioning on

ships, and even as a means of propulsion in special applications such as on some

SWATH vessels.

2. Advantages of Digital Microprocessor Control

Until recently hydraulic systems have relied upon analog circuitry for control.

More and more these systems are being manufactured with digital control. One would

lozically ask what advantages this offers over the proven analog controller. Aside from

the increase in reliability and decrease in signal voltages necessary, the major advantage

to dicitai control is the ability to incorporate a microprocessor in the circuit. This

improvement broadens the range of functions that may be included in the control loop.

I lenke ',3] lists the following new functions for the controller:

1. Closing the loop. replacing the analog summing point and conditioning the
error signal.

2. Pre-loop processing

7. Peripheral Processing

d:\aptive Control

5. Smart Redundancy

6. Time Optimal Control

1 U
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Along with increasing the range of applications there are other major
advantages to the use of digital microprocessor control circuits for hydraulic systems.
No doubt a leading advantage is cost. As the complexity of the control system rises
analog control circuitry costs rise dramaticaly. Although this trend is seen with diCital
systeins the rise in cost is less dramatic. In addition, the cost of changing an analog
control circuit once in place is much greater than a digital circuit which incorporates a

mi1'croprocessor l4].
Another major advantage of digital microprocessor control is flexibility.

While analog circuits may require component changes and rewiring, digital
m croprocessor circuits may require only reprograrring. This may be accomplished
bv either keyboard entry or by simply reprogramming a memor, chip. This reduces
the time and cost of making changes to the control system. It may also enable the
overall system to be used for several functions rather then one specialized task.

3. Previous Thesis Work
In Ref. 1, Finch reports the results of his study of a microcomputer controlled

9 hydraulic motor. He used a 512K Macintosh computer and a product of GW
Instruments called MacADIOS as as interface to control a hydraulic system consisting
of a hydraulic power source, servovalve and hydraulic motor. In this work the
computer was used for both open and closed loop signal processing and conditioning.
Finch was successful in implementing the computer as a system controller and
estabi!ting a baseline system for follow-on work. fie used Dynamic Simulation
Larguage (DSL programs to predict system performance but his analysis did not
include any digital microprocessor dynamics in these simulations.

B. OBJECTIVES

Finc,, made several recommendations for follow on work. One of these was that
piston actuator systems be studied in further detail since "a large variety of hydraulic
sy term-s involve the positioning of loads using a piston-type arrangement." One of the

main objectives of this thesis effort has been to study the hxdraulicalv controlled
p iton response in detail. A Hewlett Packard HIPS5B microcomputer has been used as
the system controller. An additional objective was to model the computer dynamics
"'or a more accurate simulation of the overall system.

.4,
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C. APPROACH

To begin the study a thorough understanding of the analog system was sought.

* This began with a disection of the system into individual components so that a linear

mathematical model could be developed for each. The component equations were then

ccmbined and coded in a simulation using DSL. Step input performance predicted by

the simulation was verified by lab testing. Once the analog system was fully

understood and confidence was gained with the simulation a microcomputer control

svstem was added. Adding this system required the construction of a digital or discrete

time model to represent it. This was then combined with the analog model to develop

the overall di2ital system simulation.

21
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11. ANALOG SYSTEMI

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The test bench set up used fcr experimentation includes: a hydraulic power

Source (10 gpM 4 1000 osi). a Vic'ers SM14-15 flapper nozzle piloted servov-alve. a

Sheffer double-acting hydraulic piston (with 6 inches of traN-ei)X and a Vickers

servNoarnolifier with a built in regulated power supply. Figure (2.1) shows a simolified

system drawin2 which represents the analog configuration.
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coils. The power amplifier gain may be varied from 110 to 1520 rrLA, volt. Figure (2.3)

shows the relationship between current output and voltage input of the servoamplifier

at the two extremes of the amplifier gain.

B. COMPONENT EQUATIONS

1. ServoValve Dynamics

The servovalve used was found through experimentation to be slightly open

centered but will be considered critically centered for the purposes of modeling. (The

degree of open centered behavior is so slight that the more complicated model is not

warranted.' The general equation describing the operation of a critically centered

spool valve is:

QL = CdWXv(P) -L / 2  (2.1)

QL = flow through the load

Cd = discharge coefficient
w = area gradient

xv  = valve spool displacement

0 = mass density of the hydraulic fluid

P s = supply pressure

PL = load pressure drop

Modification to Eq. (2.1) is necessary due to the difficulty in directly

measuring valve spool movement. To reflect this, the following parameter which

relates valve spool movement to current applied to the valve torque-motor coils. is

defined:

(2.2)

4-.

With this substitution, Eq. (2.1) becomes:

(2.3

i J..". QL=KvI (P sP L) /(.)

1
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K = valve current transfer coefficient

(3.52xO-3n sec-ma-psi1 2)

I = current supplied to the valve

Note that the use of the modified valve current transfer coeff cient presumes a linear

relationship between the -urrent supplied to the valve coils and valve spool position.
Experiments have proven this to be a valid assumption.

Equation (2.3) must now be linearized to facilitate modeling and studies of

* system response. The no-load null valve spool position is chosen as the center point

for the linearization. Reasons for this choice are "system operation usually occurs near
this region, the valve flow gain is largest, giving high system gain. and the flow-

pressure coeffictent is smallest, giving a low damping ratio. Hence this operating pc.nt

is the most critical from a stability viewpoint, and a system stable at this point is
usuailv stable at all operation points."[21 The linearized form of Eq. (2.3) is:

QL=Kqi I-K c i iI P L (2.4)

where

/2Kqi=i v (P s-PL

Kqi modified null flow gain

0.5 Kv I

K.
C i2.9, (p -PL /

(P S_

'p

K,; = modified null flow rressure coefficient

-Subscnpt 0 refers to conditions at the operating point and a A denotes Cepar:Ures ,rom

,his point. Since we are linearizing about the null position, i.e. QLO = , 10 =,U. and

PLO =0, Eq. (2.4) may be written:

QL=KqiI-KciPL (2.5)

5 16
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2. Piston Dynamics

For the piston actuator the model suggested by Merritt [2] is adopted as

f0ollows:

QL=Ap P+C tp L - '7e (2.6)

e

vhere the () notation indicates rate of change and

Ap = piston area

Ctp = total leakage coefficient of piston

= total volume of piston chamber and supply hose
e = effective fluid bulk modulus

The otal leakage coefficient is given by:

Ctp=C ip •05Cep
where

Cip = internal leakage coefficient

_Cep = external leakage coefficient

For the system under investigation in this study, the external leakage has been

determined to be negligible and Ct= Cip. With this simplification, and after Laplacetp p
l transformation (with zero initial conditions), Eq. (2.6) becomes:

QL (s) =APsXp (s) +CtpPL (s) +CcpSPL (s) (2-7)

-.le :he !Iuid capacitance is
Vt

C -c cp 4 3e

S. Load Dynamics
The load is modeled as a simple spring, mass, damper system. In the general

III rorm:

F M K + +KX +F 2.S

%g r p p ,-.

i 5.



where

F = force developed by piston

M, = total mass accelerated

Bp = viscous :oad damping coefTicient

K = spring load constant

FL = arbitrar. load force on piston

The force generated by the piston is determined by the piston area, the load

pressure drop, and an efflciencv to account for losses in the actuator. In this specific
applica:ion there were no spring forces so K = 0. The equation is now transformed into

the Laciace domain with the the foliowing result:

fA p PL(S)=Mt S2 x P(s)+Bp sx (s)+F L  (2.9)

C. ANALOG SYSTEM MODEL

Now that the linear mathematical model for each component of the system has

been developed, these equations can be combined to formulate the model for the

hydraulic power element with servovalve current as an input. First Eq. k2.5) is equated

to Eq. (2.7) to eliminate QL' This combined equation is then rearranged to express PL

as a function of the input current and the piston velocity. The result is:

1

(K .I-ApSXp(S)) .(2.0)
qi P P K +it

P L(S) -
PL~s ) = C c( c+ in + 13

A;".r r earran-ment. Ev a2.9) mavy be %: cn:

(-fAJ P(S)-F L (B
S ' (S ) (S )= 2 .

S + 1P P "P
p

Eqiuations (2.10 and 2.11 suggcst the defnition of two time constants, as foa'vxs:

is



C M
cp t

T1 = K cT 2 B

where K K , C. (effective leakage coefficient). The resulting block dic I agram :s
shown in F~gure (2.4).

Figur ,4 K. Anao Syte BlcSiarm
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With some further simplification Eq. (2.12) may be rewritten:

K
G (s)= P(2.13)

P s 1

h h

where: n f A

B K
o ceK I + n mA

p

4 ~1 + --'
B K

p ce
2 h
h T1 T 2

T1 + T2

122

h = A
h I+ B-Kce

p ce

Recall K., incorporates the piston internal leakage (Cip) and the modified null

ow ', ressure ,.et.cent (K ). It is known from experimentation and observation of

.."e s'.e vcn 1hat CIP is on the order of 10- in" sec-psi. What is necesarn. is lo

...... the range ,'I values over which K will varn. Referrinr to Eo. 2.4i, the

m ,..:.--;.rm 'a;ue o' K will occur when I is 20) rnA and tha val.e :s :u.x at-en.

Pi:. nc he %,aijes 'or this appiication Ps =S ) psi. Pu '4 we obt.in . ; , iu

'12 :n- sec-nzi. A lower bound must now be found. .\ccord:ng to the serov,ve

rnanuta turer the maximum quiescent qow at the null valve Position is 0.'5 epm at

, ", si. T.e . tem used for expeirnmentaticn was run at SW) psi so one woud e,ect
V" :!:.t u,:ng "he V )E000 pSi quiescent -low would give a conservative estinate the

:.er '-o:nd. ~ ,ng t"his figure "cr the lower bound the overall range of values for K..

2--
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is from 5.OxlO 4 in3;lb-psi to 1.2xlO 2 in ;lb-psi. In response to step inputs, the valve

is fully open for a majority of the time so that a value or l.4x10 "3 in3 lb-psi has been

se!ected for Kce under these conditions.

Noting that Kce and B are very small so that division by their product is a

number which is very much greater than 1, the following simplifications to the

constants of Eq. (2.13) are made:
".

K - -
p

A2

B K

W2 - p Ce

2 h  T1 + T 2

W Az
h f____

B PK C

The final block diagram of the closed-loop system is shown in Fig. (2.5), with GA

denoting the power amplifier transfer function (assumed to be a simple gain in this

analysis).

Ses GA  I G qrI x ° ( S)

F:zure 2.5 Cbosed Loop Analog System Bmock Diagram.

.cFrom :h:s block lia:ram the o~erall transfcr :unc:ion :s given as:

2!



X (s) GA (s) G (s) K  (
0 A 0 s (2.14)~TT= 2. + H(s )GA(S)Gp(s)Ki

r A p C
S

When doing laboratory experiments the output (xp) is compared to the input (er)

in its feedback form ep. Noting that ep(s)= H(s)xp(s) and making the substitution for
the plant transfer function the closed-loop transfer function becomes:

e p(s) K

e (s) S2+ 2 h s+1) + K

h h

where
K= GA (s)K PH(s)Kqi

In order to make an estimate of the break frequencies of the closed loop system

some work with the characteristic equation is required. The characteristic function of

Eq. 12.15) may be approximated as:

(s+K)[s +(2Ihsh-K)S+uh ]

under the condition that

2 C hWh-K= 0

This condiion is satisfied in the present case and Eq. (2.15) may therefore be

approximated as:

e (s) K

S..e (S)T (s+.') (S+)rh

The .alues or K and ah are SO sec l and 261 sec "1 respectively (see Appendix A for

constant values used to obtain these results). This yields a break frequency and

hNdraui.c natural frequenc:. of about 4.S H1z and 41.6 Hz. respectively.

4l,,
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The conclusicn to be drawn from this analvsis is that the analog closed loop

system acts like a first order system for low frequencies and a third order svstemn with

minimal damping at the higher frequencies. The hydraulic power element has verx low

damping which would make it unstable were it not for the integrating elrcts of the

s - Kf term in the !haracteristic equation.

E. FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST

To veril the anaivtic results of tie previous section, frequency response tests

were conducted. The results are shown in Fig. 2.6a and 2.6h). From these Figures two

break frequencies are observed within the ranee of measurable system output, one at

2.- liz and one at 1.', Ili. The second break frequency lies near the value estimated

for the ,ervovalve. which heretofore has been modeled as a simple gain.

.Although the first break frequency of 2.- lIz. is less than the predicted value of

•.S. this can be explained, at-least partially. by the uncertainty in the values ieadin to
to~is estimate. I addition, the amplitude of the input sine wave in these tests caused

tCe v.1,ve to be actuated over 43 ", of its range of motion to either ide of null. Such

ltrpe excursions may be outside of the region where the valve flow linearization is

valid, with the result that the amplitude plot is attenuated below the predicted linear

response. In any case. the predicted dominance of the first break frequency is verifled

by the tests.

F. MODEL VALIDATION

Once a thorough theoretical understanding of the analog system was achieved a

DSL simulation was written using Fig. (2.-4) and Fig. (2.5) as guides. The simulation

code is given :n ..\ppendix A. Figure (2.7) shows a comparison of experimentaily

obtained data and the model for a 0.195 in. step input. Agrecment between predicted

and actual performance is good at low step inputs however as the size of the step

increases the mode', prediction becomes less accurate. Figure (2.S) shows a 1.'S5 in.

step input response. Step response comparisons for steps between these values are

given in Appendix 13.

The most like.y explanation for the degradation of model performance as the step

size in-reases has to do with the valve linearization. Since this linearization was done

around the null valve position on. would expect more model prediction error with

-.reas', step ,;/e. Thi~ i because as the step size is increased large excursion, ot the

,,.Ce ire rcquired. I ventuailh the step size becomes so large that the valve goes to the

I
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fully open position. Once this occurs increasing the step size further causes the valve
to remain in this fully open position longer.

StiJ! another explanation lies in the values of some of the constants used. The
model is sensitive to changes in the load damping constant (Bp) which was obtained
empincally. The model also shows sensitivity to the value of the modified null flow
coetflcient (K ). Both of these constants were refined from initial estimates to obtain
the model performance shown in Fig. (2.7 ) and Fig. (2.8). Similar performance may
possibly be obtained by the variation of the actuator efficiency (-74 and the value for
the effective bulk modulus (9d which are also empirically based.

7.
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III. DIGITAL SYSTEM

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

The digital system includes all the components of the analog system plus the

following Hewlett-Packard computer and interface equipment which together comprise

the microcomputer control system.

HP 85B computer

HP 82901M twin flexible disc drive

HP 7470A plotter

HP 6942A multiprogrammer with:

2 A D converter cards

I D A converter card

I high speed memory card

I memory expansion card

I timer pacer card

Figure (3.1) shows the complete digital system. Where previously the reference
sl2nal was fed to the power stage input (terminal 4) on the servoamplifier the error

signal frome the digital controller is now applied. The feedback signal is fed to the

diitai controller so that the differencing operation is shifted from the servoamplifier to

the microcompuzer controller.

The operation of the system under study begins with the operator entering a

Jc,red pos'tion in inches at the microcomputer keyboard. At this point the computer

algori.thm (see Appendix C) samples the feedback signal to deternine the load position.

This information is passed through the controller portion of the algorithm and an error
s;-nal is generated and sent to the servoamplifier. The generation of the error signal

continues until the load reaches the desired position. The alzorithm includes a posiion

-? c!icckin2 routine which maintains the conmanded position until a new value is entered

-at t9e Keyboard.

%-2-
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Figure 3.1 System with Digital Controller.

B. DIGITAL COMPONENT EQUATIONS
1. Application of the Analog Component Equations

The analog component equations developed in chapter two are applicable to
the dcigtal system with digital control. They collectively will comprise the plan: model

which the microcomputer controls.

2. Computer System Dynamics

To model the computer dynamics a digital or discrete time model is necessar.

Areas important for consideration in the construction of this model are: understanding

the meaning of sampling rate, modeling the effects of sampling, and modeling the type

2S



of plant control used. The sampling rate is not merely the time the analog-to-digital

(A, D) and digital-to-analog (DA) converters take to process signals. It must also

include the time taken for the controller algorithm to process the input signals and

generate an output signal. Thus the sampling period "T" is the total time which

• ,elapses between sampling of the feedback signal and transmittal of the error signal.

The effects of sampling are more clearly understood if first an example of how

the system operates is presented. Let us say the load is at the center (null) position.

At time t=0 a 1-in. position is requested at the keyboard. This causes the position

feedback input to be sampled, inverted and summed with the requested position. Next

the summed signal is passed through the controller algorithm and the resulting error

si2nal transmitted to the servoamplifier. The error signal remains at this level until one

sampling period (IT) has elapsed and it is updated. For example. if the sampling

period were 100 ms and the inital error signal 10 volts, 10 volts would be continuously

sent to the servoamplifier for a period of 100 ms. Then presumably the error signal

would be updated to say 5 volts and 5 volts would be continuously sent to the
I servoamplifier for the next 100 ms etc.

'I. In the analog system a smooth continuous error signal resulted from the

summation of the reference and position feedback signals. In the microcomputer

control system the error signal produced is a continuous series of steps. A signal of

this form is said to be "quantized." The steps have a duration of one sample period. If

... the sample period is too long then the error signal is not changing fast enough to

control the system. This will cause the system to be unstable. To prevent this, a rule

- of thumb adapted from Shannon's Sampling Theorem is used. The rule suggests that

the sampiing frequency be ten times as large as the highest break frequency of the
-,.p S'¢stemT.

- One of the ways to model the behavior of the microcomputer control system
:s scw in Fi.(.. While there are several types of holding devices the zero-order

.c, ,s: 'est suited for this application. The zero-order hold takes in a d:i-tal vauc ard

cutouts that value continuousiv until one time period has passed and it recelVes an

up.ated digital value. The input to the zero-order hold is e .(t) where the (') denotes a

dieitai or discrete time signal} which is the error signal generated by passing ti-e

summed signal e, (t) through the controller G.. The output from the zero-order hold

-s ekT the quantized error signal. The combination of the switch and the zero-order

hold represent the D.A converter.

.
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Figure 3.2 Microcomputer Controller.

The plant controller G c represents that part of the algorithm which contains

the controller logic. This logic can take the form of a simple gain or be more

complicated such as a proportional-integral-derivative controller. To model this a
a: discrete time representation of G must obtained. To help illustrate the process an

c
example is presented. The approach begins by obtaining the Laplace domain

representation of the controller transfer function {Gc(s)}. Say the controller uses

integral control action. This is represented in the Laplace domain as:

e (s) K. (3.1)
Gc (s) = ,, , - s

ee (s)

Next G (s) must be transformed to the Z or discrete time domain by obtaining the Z-

transform. This may be done by one of three methods: by transforrmng first to the

time domain and then to the Z-domain (the rigorous approach). bv an approxlmat;cn

me:..o, suchb as Eulers or backward Jifference, or by using tabies. For this cxamnie i

tamie was used to obtain the following:

G(z) e (z) z| G~~z) = e K= ...

e (z) z-e

Dividing the top and bottom of Eq. (3.2) by z the following results:

30
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* K.

e (Z) _____ 33
G(z) e ____.

ee  (z) 1-z

.... With some rearrangement Eq. (S.3) can be written:
* * ' * -i (3.

ee (z) = Kie* (z) + e (z)z
Se i e e

The inverse Z-transform is now taken for each term of Eq. (3.4) to obtain the discrete

time modei.

Ki e l* * (-)"'

ee (t) = Kie. (t) + ee t-T

The e (t-T) term represents the value of e:(t) one time period backwards and is know-

as the first past value of e,(t). Had the e(z) been multiplied by z~n in Eq. (3.5) then

this would have inverseiv transformed to e. , t-nT) which represents the value of e,(t) n

time periods in the past.

Had Eq. (3.3) been more complex a more rigorous approach would have been

employed. The equaticn would have been arranged in such a manner as to permrit its

representaticn as a geometric series or a combination of several eon-etric senes. Then

the remainder of the procedure would be followed as in the previous example with the

complication that rather than a finite number of terms the number of terms 'in Eq.

C3.5 for example! would be infinite. A decision would have to be made as -o how

cr:r.t- .ters to use to approximate the seres. I-suall; only the first few terms are

,.eedeJ to veld suiTcient accuracy for mode n.i.,

For this specific applicat:on a proport:onai contri'Lr Ise.

GC= KIC. In this case it is not necessar: to 2o through the varicus trans; orn-::.nr

since K, is merely a constant and remains so in the discrete time doma::.

C. DIGITAL SYSTEM MODEL

The di::al svstem model is a conbination of the con-.nuous t:me ,iint nmedc

,,.,c.,ed :chapter two and the discrete time nmcrocomputer contro'er model

%/%
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explained in this chapter. The block diagram of the system model is shown in Fig.

Figure 3.3 Digital System Model.

D. MODEL VALIDATION

Once confidence was gained in the validated analog simulation, coding was added

ta mnodel the microcomputer control system. The biggest problem in obtaining an

accurate simulation was predicting the value for T . A value of 0.35 sec was chosen

lased on :ir=-cg the execution of the controller segment of the computer algorithm.

TisIr. this value and K PC=1.0 the simulation predicted a stable limit cy.cle response to

an-. size step input. With K PC = 0.05 the simulat~ln predicted stable responses to

;.arcus step) Inputs similar to those obtained from the analog system. At this point lab

.a~dtcn of th-ese results was attempted.

Th.,e -rejc:ion of' pxfrac ith K. 1.0 = XI wa ulttvcorrec. StaHL'0

...................... t;.ce~e~ranc ot'er' L- reeor~es o't hne s,,ze oz* 'ne ,te :tu \e\t,

K-,= ).1)5 Wvas attemnptod. A\t "Irst t, jnneared4 *ha: agamn the siniulat~cr hadpreict

!1C7:2,Mdnce icc'uratcelv. As time wvore o-n howev.er step responses bhecame :ncr

:7,2%or osC'-ato--, ,nti! once again. stable :irru: cvcLe response to any size step waIs

'C; d.:er some *hou;zh: it ',ec~ane lerthat whjat '-ad varied 0. cr t:;e %rne or'

%S was the temperat'are c,'te oil. AtL the eerinoof the c,;ts the nl:

:om'.ra~r"V.as b-e:.vcen 65 F and -5 f: and stahe sten res rcns e avr wajs



c bs e v' u. As the oil! heated, mo-re and morc oscllaton' rcsponse xaoer

FEna'.v. around S5 3F limiut c-.cle response resulted. With these ind.1ngs an ertn

ttraaerar,_c of -F~ o O was chosen for the remainder of' lab tcst~r.:. 1, S

-jc t a% tht.he :1i:ure of' the microcomputer to control the plan-, a~:~:cirs

-~~ CC r.a:n :1. t:~ie 01', e-nnerature. In fact the anaiop- svstem was stabloe rezaordless x'

:no~e~.:'ratrean~d one wvould expec:t simlar performianLc- from the di:tai :, :em

The sv 'Nter" orn-anCe with regard to oii temperature .s inerestLing :o note. B,'.

'a:o, explanati of this behavior as the temperature goes up the C11

dSCeSe -V a .'acor of abou: I0 Mn the range 65F tluF.TI n tUrn JceCi Sc

the v scous dIamcnn on the alreadyv h izhlv underdamped plant. This is true for b
the ana~c,: and dI!,:tal svsTems, however, and still dees not explain the !'d~lure of' ne

d~~t ~nu~:ontoacuatl pe0c systemn perf'-ormance. giver jr. ,~ ut

On;- of' te cr::,cal paramneers for stable dig,,tal control is the samnpie eod

L sinz 'he rule j :' thumb su2geste d bShannon s sam-1l1i theorm a sarn-:pon: -erwo

ct' no more than .'lO sec should be used. This value Is obtained usiniz -he . iue

lne :txraU : natural frecuerncy as the highest plant break "reiiuency. Th is ins.,;res an.

adc ate sam:1ne1 renod but does not account for effects of' chanoin2 thie

cn.RedUcinz- the contr.cIer eamn slows the re-sronse time of the ent:re ,s'

thu s a ar.zer sanc~iin -criocd may be tolerated. To reflect this a slieht variat.-or. h

* or *humb :s used. Rather thani usingz ten timnes the hiL!hest b~reak 7ce:en'1

' s he o'eri oc ndth of' the s-ys tern Crequency response is emnic; c, co

- rnd t' :s _opnrcxvnatciv K. the oven loop gain. With K =L~j a san? e r'er": -,I'PC
> l'sc': xas otnd.This rmeans our controd:er is sampii toc l~' o~rt t

XXi>KC = 0,05 Iam~npic per'.od of (VS sec is Obtained. Th111 i:, 'o

;: :usin . hns gamn should bie urie to control t-1omt.Tm-x.o

2:: ortmon oxe~t.17 Et rcsone, o: e:, e2 .

t::o. iiesor ne 'Q':=~o *X, [Ille UCurn :r~lC to'he SC7rxc. dC I .:O0
r

error~~~~~~~ so. aleweeoere..\P'-7rton of th.e d'ara run :s1 cucd:

Lcno :2 .- Cotsa n >+:cc:ddd: h ~ur
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IV. (ONCLL SIONS AND RECONUNIENDATIONS FOR FOLLOW ON

S.A. CON( LI t S 10N S

I .~r.~,*'::~ 2r onrW : hxJriu~ii . ituated sx stem~s 1p ossibnle an.! offer"

IX:~ a... "ie 'Cr ::ettail W ontrol. (if e\treme it pertzin c in21ia

* ~'\0'"~ 0p er:c"'. Scec tion .: o:l-rol hlirdwltre ,oft\'re \IOUId n C h

h tt :.erstadi 'he h An esimtea the h.o c -reA

* .. .~ 'eera~cdto deternne -tue nccessary ' arn-.I in pericd. ( )nlv ,,tr

ocd : co r.e -roprT \&CeLt hardJware %olI tware for the r'a-lt controllcr,

B .. . e!a: ,e \npn pe: :cd i ' not cno uch. Non-iinea rities :n t he, plant

* '.""e !,ti:~~ nte dCtL\conmtrolled s\ stern. It is thenri/ed 'ntu

a. cr'ho :o~h~ :uua> i the amnple pericd will oc ercamec thvs prcbe or
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%vml help to "'r.ther Lconirmn -he anal ticai th eory presented and more accurately fix the

Crn~ipr:c1l'% obtain1ed I his his ,%ork Lan be done with a spectrum anadv7er.

Model Supply and Return Pressure Dynamics

*In [lhe ex:<tIng mnodel ;urp!y pressure w~as assumed to be constant anid return

~r% Ar.A ,i~ne ', be /zero. Since there was no accumulator in the supply line of

................... ,-rd%~J the satppl% pressure varied slightly with demand. Return
rre~u~ .to~eh!,wWa no! zero. InLIIuSion In the model of these effects mar

4'state Space Modeling

In ordor to oh, in a linear model of the system under study some simplifing

a~s0$ti ns wre 111,1_e. One of these assumptions was that the arbitrary load force

on tepl~tofl %vas zero. This mnar have been an oversimplification and may be
toe e~bo toedieoa uton cs o accurately predict system performance. FL

r~rr~'...~ r~r~c )rIes kk'ich are non-linear and vary with piston velocity and

~oet::A :,i*e'a: reprresentation. where EL is included as one of' the state

!-i--".'- c. en'l-.tre thi, probllemi and imiprove the digital model performiance.

.Influence of Temperature on Sistemn Performance

VAljt\dpenden~e 2n %nmperature was observed during testing of' the digital

~~eo :\th~~hit i. hno~kn th-at hivher fluid temperatures decrease vis cous dampmne
n..........; u hiea:0 rh l tfi]n effect on the s,;temn, other less-obviouIs

oreeflctsyi~;i~obeimritrant. TIhe re:atlve Insenitivity to temperaiture

If &nro, i' an :our %.i ~\I et to be resolved.

eData Acquisition Sistem

neI 'reCent 111) nncrocomru,.ter sytmhas the capacity to be used as a

- or' 10 Ioa co ii ition~.st n;.\l1 ha rdvxare reqjuired is 'in plae. ha-',t time did

* .h '.:tn of so-tire to ilement the daita ac.,luisition cohlte

* I it wo ad he Usel'i 10r faLrther 'tufies of- the h,\ draulic _,cr 2IeltC

II



APPENDIX A

ANALOG SIMULATION CODE (DSL)

SIMULATION OF THE VALVE CONTROLLED PISTON

kVCP) SERVOMECHANISM
* (LINEAR ANALOG CLOSED LOOP MODEL)

A.r

(BLOCK DIAGRAM CODING)

A? = ACTUATOR EFFECTIVE AREA, IN**2 *

S IETAE = EFFECTIVE BULK MODULUS, PSI *

B = LOAD DAMPING CONSTANT, LB-SEC/IN. *

C:P = EFFECTIVE CAPACITANCE OF TRAPPED FLUID, IN**3/PSI *

CI = NPUT AIN, VOLTS/(INPUT IN IN)
* CIP = ACTUATOR INTERNAL LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT, IN**3/SEC-PSI *

* EAX = MAXIMUM VOLTAGE FOR FEEDBACK TRANSDUCER

ERR = ERROR SIGNAL JUST AFTER SUMIMER, VOLTS
TTAF = ACTUATOR FORCE EFFICIENCY *

FL = EXTERNAL APPLIED LOAD FORCE, LB *
G = LOAD SPRING CONSTANT, LB/IN. *

GA = SERVOAMPLIFIER OUTPUT GAIN, MA/VOLT
FEEDBACK GAIN, VOLTS/IN

= LIMITED CURRENT SUPPLIED TO SERVOVALVE, MA *
* IC = LINEARIZATION MIDPOINT FOR VALVE CURRENT, MA *

IMAX = SERVO VALVE MAXIMUM CURRENT, MA
:REQ = LIMITED CURRENT REQUIRED, MA

,KCE = EFFECTIVE LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT, IN**3/SEC/SI

F FCI = VALVE FLOW PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, IN**3/SEC PSI
+* i = LINEARIZATION CONSTANT FOR VALVE FLOW GAIN, IN**3SEC MA

'= MODIFIED VALVE FLOW GAIN, IN**3/SEC-MA-SQRT(?SI)

1.7< = TOTAL ACCELARATED MASS, LBS*SEC**2/IN
L = LIMITED LOAD PRESSURE DROP, PSI

PL: = LI:NEARIZATICN MIDPOINT FOR LOAD PRESSURE DROP, PSI

PLi = UNLIMITED LOAD PRESSURE DROP, PSI

. ..L.. .... ::2U,' PERI'ISSIBLE LOAD PRESSURE DROP FOR MODEL. P5

PS = SUPFLY PRESSURE, PSI 4
.. =- FLOW FOLLDW:-N SUMMER, IN**3/SEC -

" = LITED VALVE FLOW, IN**3/SEC

.44



* QL. = UNLIMITED VALVE FLOW, IN**3/SEC *

* QLMAX = HAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE VALVE FLOW FOR MODEL, IN**3/SEC *

* VT = TOTAL VOLUME UNDER PRESSURE, IN**3 *

x? = PISTCN/LOAD POSITION, IN *

* XPD = PISTON/LOAD SPEED, IN/SEC *

* XR = :NPUT OR CO1.IANDED PISTON/LOAD POSITION, IN

* *

%-c

"I N IT IAL

I = 0.0
XP = 0.0

XPD = 0.0
%' *

CONST AP = 1.46, 10 = 0.0, GA = 110.0,

BP = 1D3.6, KV = 0.00352, EMAX = 12.0,

CIG = 4.0, MT = 8.517E-02, ETAF = 1.0,

CIP = 3.1E-03, PS = 800.0, IMAX = 200.0,

FL = 0.0, PLO = 0.0, QLMAX = 9.95606,

G = 0.0, VT = 44.0, PLMAX = 400.0,

H = 4.0, BETAE = 3.0E04, KCI = 6.OE-03

PARAM XR = 1.785

* THIS PART OF THE CODE DEFINES SOME OF THE CONSTANTS

KCE = KCI+CIP

KQI = KV*\PS-PLO)**0.5

CCP = VT/(4.0*BETAE)
TI = CCP/KCE

T2 = (MT/BP)

DERIVATIVE
*

TH:S PART OF THE CODE IS THE PLANT FROM THE ANALOG BLOCK DIAGRAM

Q I*KQI-XPD*AP
'X"2= Q/KC-

PL= REALPL(0.0,T1,Q2)

F = PL*ETAF*AP-FL

71= F/BP

..FD = REALPL(0.c,T2,Fl)

. ., ..- . .. .



p~. XP =LIMIT(-3.O,3.0,XPl)

DYNAlmiC

THIS PART OF THE CODE REPRESENTS THE SUMMER AND THE AMPLIFIER GAIN

ERR = ((XR*CIG)-(XFiH))
'IF (ERR.GT.1.8.OR.EFR.LT.-l.8) THEN

=200. O*ABS (ERR) /ERR
ELSE

Z I=ERR*GA

Vo EIN D I F

CONTRL FI'NTTM = 0.50

SAVE 0.010, XP
FRIN: 0.010, XP
END

.1GRAPH (D7E=TEK6i8) TIME(UN='SEC'), XP(UN='IN')
LASn-EL LINEAR CLOSED LOOP ANALOG MODEL

p., I 0H



APPENDIX B
ANALOG MIODEL VALIDATION DATA

.. .. ... ...

-: ... ILEGEND
. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

-M ODE-L- DATA ------

0.00 0.05 0.1 0.13 0.'0 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.30.50

T IM-IE SE C O.ND S)

F:>_-,u:e .1 Analcz S:.ste.-n Step Response (0.4083 in.).

EXPERIMENT AL DA
4- _ -IMODEL DATA

0. 00 0. 03. 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.23 0.3 0 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50

TIME ('SECONDS)

Fgeure B.2 Ariaoz: S,,s*zern Step Response 1,0.635 in.).



..-. rr w r w w rr n rw - -- ,--. - fl.l r flr

.... .. . . ... .

z-.-

LEGEND
S-EXPERIMENTAL DATA

--". a MODEL DATA

0.000.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.05 0.40 0.45 0.50

TIME (SECONDS)
Figure 3.3 Analog System Step Response (0.8625 in.).

' '-t - -- -.. ... ... ..:- ...... ... . . ... ..... ... .. .. .... .... ..... . ..... ..: . ..

. n n

S ... ........ , :

........ .. ......... . ............ .......... . . . ....... ..........

. LEGEND
///1 . EXPERIMENTAL DATA" MODEL DATA
...... ...... -- - -....... ...... ...... ......

0.000.05 0.t0 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50

Figure B. Analog System Step Response 1.11 in. .
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.. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .

/ LEGEND
- . o EXPERIMENTAL DATA

jz' :MODEL DATA

0.000-05 0.10 0.13 0.20 0.2-5 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50

FigurI B.5 1 E ( SECONDS
Fl~cr,-B-5Analog Systemn Step Response (1.32 in.).

--

... ... ..

7n LEGEND
I c EXPERIMENTAL DATA.... ....... o MODEL DATA

0.0 00.0-.- 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.:30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0l.50

T-I-ME (SECOND'S)

Fic-ure B.6 Analog System Step Response (1. 57 in.).
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APPENDIX C

MICROCOMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM ALGORITHM (BASIC)

10 REM CLOSLOOP
20 REM

30 REM THIS PROGRAM IS FOR

40 REM CLOSED LOOP POSITION
50 REM CONTROL OF A

60 REM HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED
70 REM PISTON
S0 REM K=KPC

90 REM
100 K=.05
110 SETTIME 0,0

120 ON'l KEY# 1,"INTERUPT" GOTO 130
130 DIS 'WH.AT IS DESIRED POSITION ?"

140 DISP
150 DISP "INPUT -3.0 TO 3.0 INCHES"

160 INPUT P
170 CLEAR
130 KEY LABEL

190 %=P*3.3333
2O0 OUTPUT 723 ;"IP 8T"

. 210 SEND 7 UNL MLA TALK 23 SCG 1
220 E 7ER 7

230 E=(R-F)*K
240 S=SGI(E)

250 IF ABS(E)>1O THEN E=S*1O
260 OUTPUT 723 ; "OP 3" ,E,'"T"

270 IF ABS(E)>.125 THEN GOTO 200
230 OUTPUT 723 ;"IP 8T"

290 SEND 7 UNL MLA TALK 23 SCG 1
300 ENTER 7 ; F
310 IF ABS(R-F)>.125 THEN GOTO 230

* 320 IF TIME>120 THEN GOTO 340
330 GOTO 280
3409 -ISP

.50 LISP "PROGRAM END"

360 END
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APPENDIX D

DIGITAL SYSTEM SIMULATION CODE (DSL)

* SIMULATION OF THE VALVE CONTROLLED PISTON

(VCP) SERVOMECHAN:SM
* (LINEAR DIGITAL CLOSED LOOP MODEL)

* 'BLOCK DIAGRAM CODING)

* AP = ACTUATCR EFFECTIVE AREA, IN**2
* BETAE = EFFECTIVE BULK MODULUS, PSI

* B = LOAD DAMPING CONSTANT, LB-SEC/IN.

CCP = EFFECTIVE CAPACITANCE OF TRAPPED FLUID, IN**3/PSI
*C:G = INPUT GAIN, VOLTS/(INPUT IN IN)

*CIP = ACTUATOR INTERNAL LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT, IN**3/SEC-PSI
* E:!AX = MAXINUN VOLTAGE FOR FEEDBACK TRANSDUCER *

ERR = ERROR SIGNAL JUST AFTER SUMMER, VOLTS

SE-AF = ACTUATOR FORCE EFFICIENCY
7FL = EXTERNAL APPLIED LOAD FORCE, LB

= LOAD SPRING CONSTANT, LB/IN.
* GA = SERVOAMPLIFIER OUTPUT GAIN, MA/VOLT

= FEEDBACK GAIN, VOLTS/IN
. = MITED CURRENT SUPPLIED TO SERVOVALVE, MA

U = LINEARIZATION MIDPOINT FOR VALVE CURRENT, MA
* !AX = SERVO VALVE MAXIMUM CURRENT, MA

S*IE? = LIMITED CURRENT REQUIRED, MA

* KCE = EFFECTIVE LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT, IN**3/SEC/PSI

* KC = VALVE FLOW PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, IN**3/SEC PSI *

KP = CONTROLLER GAIN, (DIMENSIONLESS) *

KQ = LINEARIZATION CONSTANT FOR VALVE FLOW GAIN, IN**3/SEC MA
* ,' = MODIFIED VALVE FLOW GAIN, IN**3/SEC-MA-SQRT(PSI)

* -T = TOTAL ACCELARATED MASS, LBS*SEC**2/IN

* L = LIMITED LOAD PRESSURE DROP, PSI
* PLO = LINEARIZATION MIDPOINT FOR LOAD PRESSURE DROP, PSI
* LJ = UNLIMITED LOAD PRESSURE DROP, PSI *

* PL:MAX = -AXI'UM PERMISSIBLE LOAD PRESSURE DROP FOR MODEL, PSI

PS = SUPPLY PRESSURE, PSI

44
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L i = VALELE FIN, 3/SECS

=:T.;:L '7OLU1E UNDER PRESS"RE, :N**3
P7--,./A PcSITIONI, IN *

.46 0.0

A? 1.6,10 0.,GA =110.0,

3? =103.6, KV = O.CO352, EMAX =12.C,

:13 = -3.3333, MT =8.517E-02, ETAF = .C,
C7?= .1E--3, PS =300.0, IN: =2DX.O,

FL = 0.), PLO =0.10, LMX=9.95E6,
= 0.0, VT = 44.0, P~lAY = 40D.0",

3 . 3 3 3, BETAE =3.'E04, KCI. = 6E-3
Kp- 00 5

THIS PART OF THE CODE DEFINES SOME OF THE CONSTAINTS

KCE = KCI-iCIP
FQI KV*(PS-?LO)**0.5

CC? 'VT/(4.0*BETAE)
=Ti )IC

T2 = .IT/BP)

THIS PART OF THE CODE I-S THE PLANU.T FROM THE ANALOG SLOCK DTIAGRA"

I*KQTI-XPD*AP

-2= Q,'KCE

PL= REA;LPL(O.O,Tl,02)

F ?L' ETAF'"AP-FL-



XD = REAL'PL(O.O,T2,Fl)
::= IrI1TGRL(0.O,XPD)

THIS PAR: OF THE CODE REPRESENTS THE MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLER AND
A::L:FERGAIN

RR=((XR*C!G)-(XP*H))*KPC
IF (ERR.GTJl.8.OR.rERR.LT.-l.8) THEN

IREQ-200 .O*ABS(ERR)/ERR

IREQ=ERR*GAk
~ND IF
YT= DELAY(03530.35O,IREQ)

_INlF'LS(0.C,0.350)

-=E?-= Z.HDLD'X,?)
T LI~mIT(-IMlAX,IMAX,IREQQ)

CONTP.L FINTIM =02.0C, DELTO0.O2.
mNET-HGD RKSFX
SAVE 0.010, XP,I,E-RR

PR:iT O.010, X?,ERP

DE=TEK618) TillE(UN=SEC' ), XP(N='IN') XPEX(K'JNIN')
LABEL LIERCLO-SED LOOP DIGITAL MODEL

44
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APPENDIX E
DIGITAL LOGIC TEST DATA

*~~*~* KSFX INTEGRATNcN METHOD USED **~

SLOUTPU T LISTING, GROUP 1

T.? :.EXPI ERR
0.oD000E+00 o.cc:00E+oo 0.OOOOOE+0O 0.49999

2.co'ooE 0 00000E±O0 O.OOOOOE+0O 0.49999
432.00)003-02 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.49999

4.000E 0 000000E+3O 0.00000E+00 0.49999
5.030003-02 GOOOOE+OG 0OOOOOE,0O 0.49999
E-.OOOOOE-02 0.00000E-r00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
7.000003 -02 G.100000E:00 0.00000E+00 0.49999

S-OOCOCE-02 0-0000OEI.00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
9.000003-02 OCCOOE+00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
..0000E-CD1 0.0N0003±00 0.00000E+00 0.49999

*0JiiC00 0.OOOOOE-00 0.0'00003:00 0.49999
0.12OCE00 00E0O0.000003:00 0.49999

-. 0.2.3000 O-.0OO0E-0 000 0003±OOE00 0.49999
0..40 0.OOOGE.00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
0.1500 0000E:00 0.0000E±00 0.49999

0.16000 0.00030E+00 0.000003±00 0.49999
0.17000 0.000003:00 0.00000E+00 0.49999

F0.1.30.00 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
0*:9o 0.30000E:00 0.00000E+00 0.49999

0.2C:00 0.00000Ei-Go '0-00000E1-00 0.49999
0.21co0 0.00000E+00 0.0000037+00 0.49999
0.d-20J00 O.OOOOOE±00 0.000003+00 0.49999

0.20C 0OOOOOE±CO 0-000OOE+00 0.49999
0.400 .000003+00 0.00000E+00 0.49999

0.25000 0.000003±00 0-O00O0E+00 0.49999
1.2--000 0.00003E+00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
0.27600 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.49999
3.28000 0-00000E-00 0.00300E+00 0.49999

0.29000 0.000003:00 0.OOOOOE±00 0.49999
0.3COO 0.OOOOOE+00 0-O000OE+00 0.49999
0.32!CG2 0.00000E+00 0.000003:00 0.49999

V 0.33^jcl 0.00000E+00 0.000003+00 0.49999
V0.3-4000 0-00000E+')0 0.00000E+00 0.49999

0.350100 0.oOoocE±t00 54.999 0.49999
0.360,20 7.0:4283-03 54.999 0.49383



2.37222 2.35T'lE-C2 54.999 0.96--

241-" 4.3"06E-02 54. 999 .4927

.- r-4 .17E2 ~4999 249
"54.999

-. £: - . 64 E- 5 4.999 -.48 47

-2 7.1"> 54.999 1-.47437

S.4?-.- ). 32 - 54.999 C.47 66
-. - 2. C 1953Z7 54.999 0.4749

.44220 2.242 54.999 2.466

54.999 '.45953

-. 3 ':--E53 54.9994 '-32
2.491S 4.52 5499 >45;2 1

- 23954 54. 999 2.44 841

-.4[:0 0 2C52 4.999 0.44471

3. -.5 544.999 2.44099

• :, . 54.999 0.4323

.38654.999 -43357
1 D 242.3 54.999 CI 49 86

..459C4 54.999 7.4291
C.: 21 -.54.999 .42244

S. -D -.4375 54.999 2'.41873
2.5922? 252 5 54.999 0.4152
0 .6322 0.332 54.999 0.41131

2.6122 '-.5c434 54.999 2.40761

05.5660 . 54.S99 .4390
t: D 54. 999 2.40219

:.51,22 C.462>1 54.999 0.39648
1. >222 I.64336 54.999 C.39277

2. 6'C 22.436568 54.999 0.48906
0 .23 D . 63737 54.999 0.3535

0.71012 54.999 0.48164

.62'3C .73233 54.999 0.37793
C.722 C.75453 54.999 0.37422

0.77689 54.999 0.37052
2120 0.79914 54.999 0.366F1

720 0.82140 54.999 0.363120

2.7'4220 -- "- 2.3436 54.999 C.39277

D C'120S .36591 54.999 0.35906

. 672.00 .816 54.999 0.3519"

Al02 '.912 54.999 384
0.9329J7 54.999 0.34453

% .'.792C2 0.95492 54.993 0.34084

S2223 0.97718 54 .999 C.-3713
.51200 0.994 54.999 0.33342

,32120 88817 54.999 0.32972
.3122. 1439 54.999 2.32



. .4.999 '.43 9

.4.999 746

1-.9' 54.999 " 0 334

-. ... 121 54.999 3.29633
1.2442 4.999 3

.-.1 t: 54.999 0.25392

.1.23 [ 4.999 0 23121

,, --. 222. -E 4 999 3.2779
'p 5.f5 34.999 . 74 8

-4 .- - .999
].96ZZ - -. 4223 54.999 - .26295

-. ; - .44-4' 54 999 225924
- . - -....- .4£6 54.999 ?.25552" i.-314 "4.999 .25132

54- .4. 99 C

..- 4:- 4.999D24812
"-... 1.7>; 1.3333 : 41.165 0.24441

..-- ... :4 41.1-4 0.24099

-.3593 41135 3 23511
-. - - - -4 .1 .232 09

N< -. - - - - . . : 2 c £ 4 1 > 5 ? 2 5.%. ~li£' 1. 624' 2 32 :59
". 94- 1.22952
4 . -- - .c 13 -4

. - 6 41 1 5

i7 > 1:[ .. z7 o. 41.165 -.2216

A. 1 3 .7229 41 .15 3.21234
,- .. .- -7395 41 165 C.2100

. 7562 41 115 C .2073
C. .. 17728 4i 6 .2452

5 41 1 5 0.23175
p 1..21:: -c -62 41 65 3.19597
'Cv .... : 1-"225 419. 5 1.19620

" .23. 1 .395 41 165 0.19342p., 1.24, .61 41 165 0.19C64
3 2' 3'23 41 195 C.18757

i-------- i .s94 41165 05539
[ ~ . -1 "1 S = I': -),, -- .. . 4 ..65 0.13222

, 1.2:3- .9227 41 1:5 7.17954
1.2'> ".9394 41 165 0.17676

11-1 1.9:61 413165 '173-99

.. .',.%'. ~ . .. .. *..~* * -t v 4 . .~ *



.. .94 41.165 ".16544

4 '.165 O~

41.165 . 628
- .l/ 293 41.185 . 16011

5 .-> 27567 41.165 C.15733
1.?7'> 2.7,27 4 -165 0. 1546

Z.C93 41-165 2.!5173
.35D3 .163 41. 165 0. 14900
1.4:::3..226 26.BF5 0.14623

1.41: 2.1375 26. 85 0.14375

2.1498 26.335 0.14169

I .4CC 2.1612 26.855 0.13979
". 447 2.1723 26.885 0.13794
1 . 3D 2.1S33 26.835 0.13612
-. ,610 2.1942 26.885 C.13430
1.4:: 2.2'351 26.885 0.13249

1.43:: 2.2160 26.835 0.13067

-'49:3 2.2263 26.885 0.12886
1.5120 2.2377 2;.885 0.12705

1.710 2.2486 26.825 0.12523
-.520 2.25951 26.535 0.12342

2 1..3 2.7 04 26.385 0.12161
1.5400 2.2812 26.885 0.11979
1.55:0 2.2921 26.885 0.11798

.:: ).0 26.885 0.11617
2.3139 25.885 0.11435

1.53:.: 2.3247 26.885 0.11254
- [ 2.3356 26.885 0.11073

Z1..3 2.3465 26.885 0.10892

". 67? 2.3574 26.385 0.10710
1.6:-0 2.383 26.885 0.10529
.--.330 23791 26.885 0.10348
1.141 r  2.3900 26.885 0.10166
" =- 2.4009 26.835 9.98502E-02

.1: 2.4118 26.885 9.8037!E-02
2.4226 26.885 9.62241E-02

-. 24335 26.385 9.44110E-,02

2.4444 26.885 9.25979E-02
.770,-0 2.4553 26.385 9.07849E-02

1 .71: 2.4662 26.885 8.89718E-02

.721 2.4770 26.885 8.71588E-02

i. 2.4879 26.885 8.53457E-02
174:: 2.4938 26.885 8.35327E-02
1.75E 25097 '6.085 317196E-02

2 5192 16.085 8.01361E-02

. .2 1:3 16.065 7 88649E-02

%
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273:: 2.5237 16 .05 7.77112E-02
9.5 254C4 16.035 7.66011E-02

- 2.5470 16.085 7.55069E-02
S. 5C 2.55.5 16.065 7.44187E-02

- .:.2 2.5603 6.035 7.33327E-02
..... .5665 16.05 7.22475E-02

16.3-5 7.1!625E-C2
>5>0 2 3795 16.035 7.00777E-02-.,2 5 6 16. 0 5 6.S 993E-02

2.5925 16.085 6.79032E-02

2.51991 16.035 6.68235E-02
i9-00 2.6056 16.085 6.57337E-02

.96: ~ 2.6121 16.065 6.46540E-02
2,-o 2.6186 16.085 6.35693E-02

2950' 2.6251 :6.035 6.24845E-02
900 2.6326 16.085 691399SE-029. 2.6381 16.085 6.03!50E-02

i.95C0 2.E446 !6.CS5 51,92303E--02
6,02.6511 1::.085 5-81456E-02

1. C02.6576 '6.335 5.70608E7-02S1.9:00 2.6641 1- .035 5.5976!E-02

" 1.99402.6706 160 55.48913E-C2

2.0'00 2.6772 16.065 5.33C6E-02

J
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